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the Priore Machine 
by Tom Bearden 

 

The cure for cancer mentioned above is the Prioré device in France, which has been curing cancer 

and other diseases for over a decade much to the frustration of many members of the French Academy 

of Sciences. 

 

Antoine Prioré is an Italian-born inventor who escaped from the Germans in World War II and fled 

to France.  After the War, Prioré purchased surplus equipment and eventually developed a strange 

machine that filled an entire room.  A nozzle above a table in the center of the room emitted a strong ray 

or field, which Prioré explained consisted of an electromagnetic wave in a magnetic field.  Eventually 

the French government spent almost 3 million dollars for construction of a new, improved Prioré 

machine because Prioré had shown he could cure cancers in laboratory animals with the device. 

 

In 1964, Professor Robert Courrier -- renowned biologist and secrétaire-perpétuel of the French 

Academy of Sciences -- presented some of Prioré's results to the Academy.  48 cancerous rats had been 

divided into 2 groups of 24 each.  One group was set aside without treatment as a control.  And the other 

group was divided into 2 subgroups of 12 each.  One of these subgroups was treated by the Prioré 

machine promptly after cancer grafts, and the other was treated after a lapse of several days.  Both 

subgroups were completely cured -- the first quickly, and the second after more prolonged treatment.  

All the control rats died in 22-30 days after grafting. 

 

The results created a furor and a controversy that have continued to the present day.  Since the first 

presentation by Courrier, the machine has repeatedly cured leukemia and other forms of cancer in 

laboratory animals.  The controversy seems to have arisen because the French Academicians could not 

comprehend the working of the machine and because the inventor would not reveal how it worked but 

only how it was built. 

 

The second, more powerful Prioré machine produces a magnetic field of about 1,240 Gauss.  

According to one scientist, the machine contains a gas-filled vacuum tube which contains a plasma of 

mercury and neon gas.  A pulsed 9.4 Gigahertz electromagnetic wave is modulated onto a 17 Megahertz 

wave in this plasma.  However, the true nature of the machine is revealed by the fact that the 9.4 

Gigahertz wave is joined in the "lamp" by 17 radiations of unspecified frequency and nature.  Thus we 

see that Prioré is actually using second-order multiple modulations and is dealing with the direct life-

mind-consciousness loop of the mammalian cell.  He is directly stimulating and engineering the 

hyperspace nested virtual bands with his device.  His 26 years of work have mostly been involved with 

ferreting out the required precise frequencies and mix of second-order modulations as well as the correct 

intermodulation carrier necessary to obtain the desired effects. 
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In Figure 10, we show a simplified diagram of the Prioré device from which it can immediately be 

seen that the device uses the same principles shown previously in Figure 9.  Prioré is using nested 

orders of modulations to affect nested orders of virtual state, thus producing direct channels and effects 

in neutrinic field and in mindfield.  Radiating a biological target such as a laboratory animal with such a 

complex field directly engineers its mind-life-consciousness loop.  With the correct nested modulations 

on the correct carrier (in this case a strong magnetic field, which allows a stronger connection to the 

neutrinic field aspects), the mind-life-consciousness loops of the individual cells in the body of the 

irradiated animal are "scrubbed clean" of any deviation from the norm by the virtual patterns delivered 

to the animal and hence to its "virtual biophoton stabilization field" reported by Popp. 
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In other words, the Prioré device produces a reverse sort of effect as compared with the Soviet work 

reported by Kaznacheyev on anomalous death and disease transmission between cell cultures by near-

ultraviolet biophotons emitted from the virtual Popp field of the dying cells of the stressed, attacked 

cultures.  The same sort of virtual engineering that can transmit death of the organism (by disrupting its 

mind-life-consciousness loop tuning) can also transmit life into a stressed attacked grouping of cells by a 

sort of "forced resonance" of their consciousness loops into normal health patterns.  (Virtual state 

interactions control charges, which control chemistry. 

 

Thus the entire chemistry of the absorbing cells can be controlled and engineered.)  Also, the 

Lisitsyn paper refers to the presence of eleven independent channels in the brainwaves (namely, in the 

mind-life-consciousness connection to the waves of dendrite firings that constitute brainwaves*).  And 

these were specifically referred to clipped signals, not sine waves.  (The clipped signals would be those 

possessing complex nested modulations and thus representing the tuning effects of the life-

consciousness loop.)   The Prioré machine uses 17 higher-order modulations, which are quite sufficient 

to cover all 11 life channels required with an additional 6 being available for tuning so as to squelch or 

"jam" the life-consciousness loops of those cells with tuning abnormalities -- that is, of diseased or 

cancerous cells. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
*  It is these dendrite firings which form the collector-detector mechanisms through which the mind- world changes 

are joined to the human nervous system and brain.  Were they not specifically useful and needed, the dendrite 

firings would not have been developed and nerves would simply be long wires.  

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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As we would expect, the Prioré machine has also shown its ability to cure other infectious diseases 

and materially benefit victims of cardiovascular diseases.  Infectious diseases cured by Prioré radiation 

also provide an immunity to the treated host organism that has been shown to be transferable by 

transfusion of blood samples. 

 

Again, I strongly emphasize that the individual biological effects of solitary magnetic fields or single 

frequency waves cannot be extrapolated to the multiple frequency, nested modulation case.  And almost 

all our present knowledge of the effects of electric, magnetic, and electromagnetic fields on biological 

systems is woefully immature and incomplete. 

 

T. Henry Moray built a somewhat similar machine -- though very much smaller -- which provided a 

direct radiation from extensive "peach blossom violet" colored sparkgaps inside a quartz tube and which 

greatly stimulated the health of an individual exposed to the radiation.  In fact, the device would 

promptly cure the radiation burns that Moray frequently suffered as a result of his continual 

experimentation with Uranium compounds and other radioactive substances.  He patented the device, 

and some of his original machines are still in existence and still being used to treat patients with a wide 

variety of ailments.  I have personally been exposed to one of Moray's treatment machines and can 

vouch for the fact that it stimulates every cell in one's body, providing in about 2-3 minutes a great tonic 

and health stimulant. 

 

the Neurophone 
 

Another device that uses the new hyperspatial, virtual state, nested modulation technology (and has 

done so for 17-18 years) is Dr. Pat Flanagan's neurophone.  With brilliant insight and intuition far 

beyond that of science at the time, Pat invented and patented the instrument by the time he was 17 years 

old.  The neurophone is a device that -- contrary to all present theory and knowledge -- will directly 

"pump the brain" and reproduce sound and information directly in the brain and mind system without 

going through the auditory system at all.  A simplified diagram of Pat's improved neurophone is shown 

in Figure 11. 

 

 
 

Briefly, the device takes a complex signal (such as the sound of an orchestra playing a musical 

interlude) and electrically processes it as shown in the Figure.  First, the signal is passed into a section 

that clips everything into a series of square waves (remarkably analogous to the sort of clipped waves 

Lisitsyn confirms are the information carriers of the human brain). 
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Next the square waves are differentiated, yielding a series of sharp spikes (note that these spikes 

retain the pulse-time content of the clipped signal).  These spikes are again differentiated.  And since 

these are finite spikes with real nonzero rise times and decay times rather than theoretical constructs, a 

series of noisy spikes results from the second differentiator section.  From here, the noisy spikes are 

introduced to special contact electrodes, one of which is normally placed on the forehead while the other 

may be placed almost anywhere, including on the foot.  Nowhere are any sound waves introduced to the 

head. 

 

The square-wave clipper section reduces the complex signals, their overtones, and their complex 

modulations to square waves, retaining the temporal content of the wave mix but not the waves 

themselves.  The first and second differentiators heighten or filter through the temporal content of the 

higher-order differentiations.  That is, they serve as a band pass filter unit to accent the time keying of 

the neutrinic and mindfield portions or aspects of the signal.  When these time spikes are then introduced 

across the body as pulsed voltages, they are modulated directly on the dendrite firings of the brain and 

nervous system, providing direct and pulsed modulation of the neutrinic and mindfield component 

channels of the mind-brain-consciousness-life loop itself.  Thus, the neurophone directly inputs 

information into the brain and nervous system, bypassing all the normal sensory systems that lie 

between the mind-brain loop and the outside environment. 

 

Indeed, a similar development has been reported by 2 University of Missouri researchers.  Dr. 

Donald York (a neurophysiologist) and Dr. Thomas Jensen (a speech pathologist) have recently reported 

identifying and decoding 27 words and syllables in specific brain wave patterns and correlating these 

electroencephalographic patterns with both the spoken word and the silently thought word in about 40 

subjects.  At present, Dr. York and Dr. Jensen are programming a computer with a brain wave 

vocabulary, to monitor and read the EEG of a stroke victim's brain and help stroke victims who have lost 

their powers of speech to communicate. 

 

While all such developments can obviously be misused, their potential for assistance to mankind is 

enormous.  Indeed, my own premise that brain linkage is possible and can be used to advance all 

mankind to the 6
th

 stage of species evolution is slowly being proven.  It is within our reach now to 

develop a multi-channel communications system that will directly link brains, minds, and consciousness 

into a single functional being.  And I have already pointed out that the psychokinetic power of the 

emergent entity increases exponentially with the number of linked stages.  The normal corpus callosum 

linkage of the 2 cerebral halves in each human head proves that brains, minds, and beings can be linked 

and integrated into one. 

 

The Excalibur Briefing details the basic concepts of the theory involved in hyperspace-virtual state 

engineering and thus in the engineering of mind-life-consciousness links to multicellular organisms here 

on earth.  Pat Flanagan's neurophone proves that complex information can be implanted directly in the 

brain and mind, bypassing the normal isolating barriers.  Drs. York and Jensen have shown that the brain 

wave does indeed contain recognizable, decodable information analogues.  Lisitsyn has already reported 

measuring the number of independent channels involved and has documented the importance of the 

clipped brain waves as opposed to the sine-wave content. 

 

If we have the vision, we can still develop a brainlink and rapidly apply it to link sixty to one 

hundred persons, thereby opening a conscious, multidimensional "eye" for the collective human 

unconsciousness, gently rousing ZARG into wakefulness and fulfilling human destiny without 

undergoing the psychotronic Armageddon planned by the Soviets.  The time is short, but it can still be 

done if the funding, the vision, and the team can be established on a crash priority basis. 
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Soviet "Woodpecker" Signals 
 

But as I have said, all this can be used for the detriment of mankind as well as for its benefit.  

Unfortunately, it appears that the Soviet Union has chosen to weaponize the effects on a Global scale.  A 

prime example is the "woodpecker" signals emanating from the USSR in the 5-30 Megahertz region and 

interfering with communications around the Earth. 

 

These complex woodpecker signals appear to originate from 2-or-3 dozen powerful Soviet 

transmitters, each with a power estimated as high as 40 Megawatts (Figure 12). 

 

 
 

The pioneering experimental measurements of these signals by Dr. Robert Beck and William Bise 

have shown just how deadly a potential may be possessed by the signals.  These measurements have 

been performed in Eugene and Portland, Oregon; Los Angeles, California; Huntsville, Alabama; and 

several other locations.  They have been particularly significant on the West Coast in and around 

Eugene, Oregon because of the presence of a direct current transmission line several hundred miles long 

which has acted as a long wire antenna, picking up the signals and re-broadcasting them with 

appreciable gain in the vicinity. 

 

Typically the signals may be found on, say, 16 different carriers between 10 and 20 Megahertz.  12 

of the carriers may appear normal with normal side-bands.  And the other 4 may have the carrier and 

both sidebands suppressed but still show the biologically significant modulation (for example, 10 Hertz).  

On all 16 channels, a strong 10 Hertz modulation may appear, all perfectly time-synchronized and in 

phase channel-to-channel.  The received signal from one of these carriers may be 25-30 times as strong 

as the Earth's background magnetic field, which is oscillating at approximately 7.0-7.5 Hertz.  Other 

complex modulation frequencies -- many of them changing -- are present on the various channels. 
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Normally, the brainwaves of mammals in an area are gently entrained by the normal oscillations of 

the earth's magnetic field and are oscillating along at, say, 7.5 Hertz.  Under continuous radiation from 

the Soviet woodpecker signals, a percentage (say 30%) of the mammalian brains may be captured by the 

10 Hertz modulation on the overpowering Soviet signals.  These captured brains are now in forced 

oscillation and are riding along in phase with the 10 Hertz Soviet modulation. 

 

In other words, a certain percentage of the human brains in an area will phase lock to the 10 Hertz 

modulation.  And that will effectively lock into those brains the sixteen carrier frequencies with their 

concomitant frequency mixes and complex signal modulations.  If the signals are made much more 

powerful (for example, by focusing them onto one particular area or increasing the power of the 

transmitters), then a much higher percentage of brainwave entrainment can be accomplished in the 

targeted area.  By simply adding on the desired modulation patterns, the Soviets can now pump material 

directly into the mind-brain-consciousness-life loops of the entrained brains. 

 

The weapon implications are enormous.  Raw emotion such as sheer terror or panic can be 

transmitted.  Death or disease patterns of all kinds can be transmitted.  Informational content (thoughts 

and ideas) can be impressed directly into the captured brains and minds and processed as if originating 

inside each brain itself.  Indeed, as long as the Soviets keep the effects rather gentle, an entire population 

can be subtly influenced without governmental notice.  Certain specific ELF frequencies can rapidly 

disable or even kill.  And for wartime use, those frequencies can be directly implanted in the captured 

brains themselves by the woodpecker signals.  It appears that 1984 came a little early.  And one can 

perhaps now understand Brezhnev's strange 1975 proposal to the SALT negotiations that we should also 

consider outlawing the development of "new weapons more frightful than the mind of man has ever 

conceived." 

 

Incorporating the correct nested modulation pattern, the positron kindling (electron squelching) 

pattern can be impressed.  By beaming through the Earth (with a circularly polarized signal or with other 

complex modulation forms), a beam with a strong neutrinic component -- which will squelch electrons 

and which will interact with great preference for strong voltages or strong magnetic fields -- can be 

directed at a target complex.  In the targeted area, aircraft and communications systems can be disabled.  

Automobile, truck, and other ignition systems will fail.  Power transformers and large motors and 

generators will fail.  Power transmission systems with their associated high voltages will fail.  And so 

on.  Even independent, self-contained emergency power equipment -- such as at military installations 

and strategic missile sites -- will fail to operate. 

 

Further, to some of these signals, the earth and the sea are as transparent as glass.  And so 

underwater nuclear submarines can be electrically disabled on station before their missiles can be fired, 

while strategic missile complexes can be electrically disabled before their deadly nuclear missiles can be 

hurled toward their distant targets.  If some submarines and land complexes succeed in firing missiles 

before being disabled, these missiles can be electrically "duded" and scrubbed from the sky over Soviet 

territory while still far from their intended targets. 

 

So as stated at the end of Excalibur, the players are on stage and in place.  The final act begins.  One 

thing is sure -- Mankind will never be the same again after seeing the play! 
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